Analysis of compression-induced chiral phase separation in Langmuir monolayers.
We analyze the compression-induced chiral phase separation (CPS) in Langmuir films, taking into account the elastic theory of liquid crystals and the mixing energy of the two constituent enantiomers. The difference between the Selinger-Wang-Bruinsma-Knobler theory [J. V. Selinger et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 70, 1139 (1993)] and our treatment is that we do not introduce the concentration-square-gradient term in the free energy, but alternatively take into account a line tension at CPS boundaries. Our model predicts that a two-domain pattern with opposite chiralities is energy minimized, but a multistripe pattern with two alternate constant chiralities is also possible, though metastable. This offers a tentative explanation for the CPS pattern consisting of homogeneously oriented stripes with diverse widths observed by Eckhardt et al. [Nature (London) 362, 614 (1993)].